
Exploring the Exciting World of Tango
Endings: A Comprehensive Guide
: The Allure of Tango Endings

Tango, the passionate and captivating dance that originated in the vibrant
streets of Buenos Aires, is renowned not only for its mesmerizing
movements but also for its captivating endings. These endings, known as
"cortinas," "firuletes," and other variations, add a touch of drama and flair to
tango performances, bringing them to a grand and unforgettable finale.
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In this comprehensive guide, we will delve into the fascinating world of
tango endings, exploring their historical roots, variations, and techniques.
Whether you're a seasoned tango dancer or simply an enthusiast eager to
learn more about this captivating art form, this guide will provide you with
an in-depth understanding of the intricacies of tango endings.
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Historical Evolution of Tango Endings

The evolution of tango endings is closely intertwined with the history of
tango itself. In the early days of tango, the dance was primarily performed
in working-class neighborhoods and brothels. The endings were often
improvised and reflected the spontaneous and improvisational nature of the
dance.

As tango gained popularity and spread to other parts of the world, it began
to evolve and incorporate elements from other dance forms. The endings
became more structured and elaborate, reflecting the increasing
sophistication of tango as an art form.

Types of Tango Endings

There are numerous variations of tango endings, each with its own unique
characteristics and significance. Here are some of the most common types:

Cortina

The cortina is the most common type of tango ending. It is a simple and
elegant ending that involves the dancers walking towards each other and
embracing. The cortina can be performed with or without a turn, and it is
often used to end social tango dances.

Firulete

The firulete is a more elaborate and dramatic ending than the cortina. It
involves the dancers performing a series of intricate footwork and turns
before embracing. The firulete is often used in stage tango performances,
as it is a visually stunning and crowd-pleasing ending.

Quebrada



The quebrada is a playful and humorous ending that involves the dancers
breaking away from each other and then coming back together. The
quebrada is often used as a humorous interlude in tango performances.

Sacada

The sacada is a sudden and unexpected ending that involves the dancers
pulling away from each other at the last moment. The sacada can be used
to create dramatic tension or suspense in tango performances.

Techniques for Performing Tango Endings

Performing tango endings requires skill, practice, and a deep
understanding of the music and rhythm. Here are some of the key
techniques involved in performing tango endings:

Coordination

Tango endings require close coordination between the dancers. The
dancers must move in unison and be aware of each other's movements at
all times.

Timing

Timing is crucial in tango endings. The dancers must be able to time their
movements precisely with the music in order to create a smooth and
seamless ending.

Improvisation

While some tango endings are choreographed, others are improvised.
Dancers must be able to interpret the music and create their own unique
endings on the spot.



: The Significance of Tango Endings

Tango endings are more than just a way to conclude a tango performance.
They are an integral part of the dance, serving to enhance its dramatic
tension, expressiveness, and overall impact. Through their intricate
footwork, turns, and embrace, tango endings leave a lasting impression on
the audience, showcasing the passion, skill, and artistry of the dancers.

Whether you are a tango enthusiast or simply appreciate the beauty of
dance, exploring the world of tango endings is a rewarding and enriching
experience. By understanding their history, variations, and techniques, you
can gain a deeper appreciation for this captivating art form and its enduring
legacy.
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